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MOVE ON FROM 
MANUAL
Automate the exchange of patient data 
between payers with the PTIE™ solution 

Integrating Mettle Solutions’ Payer Transition Information Exchange (PTIE) application 
into your software will finally automate, standardize and simplify the exchange of patient 
information when a payer change occurs – enrolling or exiting. Making the transition to the 
PTIE solution saves time and lifts costly burdens. 

CMS’ Interoperability Rule requires payers to transfer beneficiary information.  
Why not make the transition to PTIETM today? 

No standardization

Manual, slow, inefficient, non-scalable 
exchanges between payers

Administrators burdened with creating, 
updating, and sending information

New beneficiaries left frustrated and 
feeling vulnerable when their new payer 
does not have their information for 
weeks, or even months

Delaying treatment plans, increasing 
the risk of hospitalizations

Standardized process to exchange beneficiary 
data between previous and new plans

Configurable automatic triggering of patient 
data exchange – efficient, secure, and scalable 
exchanges resulting in time and cost savings

Streamlined, more automated workflows 

Improved customer experiences 
and relationships

More continuity in beneficiary treatment plans, 
increasing loyalty of providers and patients

Move on from… …to the PTIETM solution



So how does the PTIETM solution work for you?

Mettle Solutions has a reputation for staying ahead of standards, developing solutions to streamline 
cumbersome manual processes like the exchange of beneficiary data between payers. The PTIETM 
application is a single solution that automates and standardizes the exchange of both enrolling 
and exiting beneficiary information. Modernizing the way you transition not only provides a distinct 
competitive advantage, but it also positively impacts the healthcare landscape by creating a safer, 
higher-quality experience for payers, patients, and providers alike. 

Move on from manual, today. 
It’s your move! 
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Using a payer directory, it 
introduces an alert system that 
requests information from the 
previous payer while the new 
payer is enrolling the patient.

A matching algorithm creates a 
standardized information set of 

benefits exchanged from previous 
to new payer, including claims 

information, active treatments, 
prior authorization information, 

and documentation about 
conditions and  determinations.

The set of information 
exchanged is expandable 

beyond the required 
standard minimum set.

Each participating payer or 
plan is a sender and a receiver, 

supporting benefit transition for 
both enrolling and exiting.

It enables auto-routing 
to different plans, or 

contractors by jurisdictions.

It supports Medicare, 
MA plans and Medicaid 
managed care plans.


